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cSolid construction of roller shutter’s curtain prevents against damage
cReinforced construction of the guide channels
cRatchet in the bottom part of the roller shutter
cReinforcement in the endslat

SK | SKP | SKO | SKO-P | SP | SP-E
ANTI-BURGLARY ROLLER SHUTTER SYSTEM

Home is the place which we identify with
calmness and safety. Through putting the antiburglary roller shutters on the market, Aluprof
company enables to create an atmosphere
of calm, warmth and security.
The system of anti-burglary roller shutters
is a new system in our offer. This is a system
designed for people for whom the security for
their closest is a crucial aspect. As the producer
of roller shutters, we have decided to go a step
further and to offer our customers a product,
which not only will be an ideal decorative element
but additionally will ensure effective protection
against burglary.
The anti-burglary roller shutters are an
ideal solution which connects a strong, durable
and closed cover with an aesthetic design.
The anti-burglary roller shutters protects our
possessions against theft.
The tests which have been taken in an
accredited research laboratory, in accordance
with PN-EN 1627, confirmed that our roller
shutters have 3 class of resistance against
the burglary.

SK | SKP | SKO | SKO-P | SP | SP-E
ANTI-BURGLARY ROLLER SHUTTER SYSTEM

The reinforced construction
of the guide channels does not
allow to bend them and pull
out the profiles.

Reinforcement in the endslat – large
rigidity and stability of the curtain.

Properly solid construction
of the curtain prevents
against damage.

The ratchet secured by patent,
which is in the bottom part
of the roller shutter, prevents against
the attempt to raise
the roller shutters’ curtain.

SHUTTER BOXES
SK

SKP

Possibility to adapt the system in already
existing buildings but also in newly raised buildings.

SKO-P

Possibility to use the existing components
which are already in our offer

PROFILES
SP

SP-E

SKO

PE 55

profile height: 55 mm
thickness: 14 mm

Profiles colour range
white*

grey*

beige*

brown*

			mill
finish**
The colours don’t pattern faithfully upon the real colours.

dark brown*

white - pearl matt*

light gray - pearl matt*

gray - pearl matt*

anthracite gray - pearl matt*

dark gray - pearl matt*

The availability of colours depends on the profiles’ type.
* Special color – on order.
** On request can be painted in any RAL color.

DRIVES AND ACCESSORIES

Remote controllers

ROLLER SHUTTER AND GATES
SYSTEMS

Pole and key switches

Timer switches

ALUPROF S.A.
ul. Gosławicka 3, 45-446 Opole, Poland
tel. +48 77 400 00 00, fax +48 77 400 00 06
e-mail: contact@aluprof.eu
www.shutters.aluprof.eu

Retainer springs

Smart Home
Automation System
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Motors

